The performance of organic semiconductors in optoelectronic devices depends on the functional properties of the individual molecules and their mutual orientations when they are in the solid state. The effect of H- and J-aggregation on the photophysical properties and photovoltaic behavior of four electronically identical but structurally different thiophene–pyridine–diketopyrrolopyrrole molecules is studied. By introducing and changing the position of two hexyl side chains on the two peripheral thiophene units of these molecules, their aggregation in thin films between H-type and J-type is effectively tuned, as evidenced from the characteristics of optical absorption, fluorescence, and excited state lifetime. The two derivatives that assemble into J-type aggregates exhibit a significantly enhanced photovoltaic performance, up to an order of magnitude, compared to the two molecules that form H-type aggregates. The reasons for this remarkably different behavior are discussed.

1. Introduction

The progress of organic photovoltaic technology has been closely related to the development of new organic materials with excellent semiconducting properties and optical absorption. After a decade of intense research, chemists and material scientists have designed many original building blocks and have developed elegant novel strategies to combine different units, creating highly efficient materials, both small molecules and polymers, exhibiting the desired properties for photovoltaic applications. In comparison with polymers, the interest in small-molecule chromophores assembled in the solid state, they often form H-type or J-type aggregates, depending on the relative alignment of the transition dipole moments on adjacent molecules. In an H-aggregate, molecules stack predominantly face-to-face, while J-aggregates form when molecules primarily stack in a head-to-tail arrangement. The formation of such aggregates has important consequences for the energies of the excited states and the oscillator strengths of the transitions to these states from the ground state. Consequently, H- and J-aggregation can strongly modify optical absorption and the photoluminescence spectra. To contribute to our understanding of the effect of molecular packing on photovoltaic performance, it is of interest to assemble one type of molecule in different packing modes.

In this contribution, we do that by using molecules based on diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) flanked by two 5-(thiophen-2-yl) pyridin-2-yl units in which solubilizing hexyl side chains are introduced on the free positions of the peripheral thiophene units (Scheme 1). The DPP fragment has been extensively explored for organic semiconductors, because of its strong optical absorption and excellent charge transport properties, especially for the design of materials for organic photovoltaic applications. The electron density of the DPP core can be modified by employing different (hetero)aromatic flanking groups. The combination of DPP with two flanking pyridin-2-yl moieties leads to the simultaneous decrease of the frontier energy levels due to the electron-withdrawing nature of structure, and the perfectly reproducible synthetic procedures that largely avoid the variability between different batches seen in polymerizations. Recently, successful small-molecule donor systems have been reported that reach high power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) in organic solar cells. The combination of a judicious molecular design with the optimal material processing conditions and device engineering remains a critical point for the success in the photoenergy conversion process. Rational molecular design is of great importance for further improving the photovoltaic performance of small-molecule bulk-heterojunction organic solar cells. However, achieving a high performance employing newly designed small-molecule materials remains a challenge because it is difficult to predict in sufficient detail how molecules assemble in thin films and how this affects photovoltaic performance.

The effect of H- and J-aggregation on the photophysical and photovoltaic properties of small-molecule donor systems has been reported that reach high power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) in organic solar cells.[2] The combination of a judicious molecular design with the optimal material processing conditions and device engineering remains a critical point for the success in the photoenergy conversion process. Rational molecular design is of great importance for further improving the photovoltaic performance of small-molecule bulk-heterojunction organic solar cells. However, achieving a high performance employing newly designed small-molecule materials remains a challenge because it is difficult to predict in sufficient detail how molecules assemble in thin films and how this affects photovoltaic performance.

When small-molecule chromophores assemble in the solid state, they often form H-type or J-type aggregates, depending on the relative alignment of the transition dipole moments on adjacent molecules. In an H-aggregate, molecules stack predominantly face-to-face, while J-aggregates form when molecules primarily stack in a head-to-tail arrangement. The formation of such aggregates has important consequences for the energies of the excited states and the oscillator strengths of the transitions to these states from the ground state. Consequently, H- and J-aggregation can strongly modify optical absorption and the photoluminescence spectra. To contribute to our understanding of the effect of molecular packing on photovoltaic performance, it is of interest to assemble one type of molecule in different packing modes.

In this contribution, we do that by using molecules based on diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) flanked by two 5-(thiophen-2-yl) pyridin-2-yl units in which solubilizing hexyl side chains are introduced on the free positions of the peripheral thiophene units (Scheme 1). The DPP fragment has been extensively explored for organic semiconductors, because of its strong optical absorption and excellent charge transport properties, especially for the design of materials for organic photovoltaic applications. The electron density of the DPP core can be modified by employing different (hetero)aromatic flanking groups. The combination of DPP with two flanking pyridin-2-yl moieties leads to the simultaneous decrease of the frontier energy levels due to the electron-withdrawing nature of structure, and the perfectly reproducible synthetic procedures that largely avoid the variability between different batches seen in polymerizations. Recently, successful small-molecule donor systems have been reported that reach high power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) in organic solar cells. The combination of a judicious molecular design with the optimal material processing conditions and device engineering remains a critical point for the success in the photoenergy conversion process. Rational molecular design is of great importance for further improving the photovoltaic performance of small-molecule bulk-heterojunction organic solar cells. However, achieving a high performance employing newly designed small-molecule materials remains a challenge because it is difficult to predict in sufficient detail how molecules assemble in thin films and how this affects photovoltaic performance.
the pyridine ring, enhancing the chances for a high open-circuit voltage in an organic solar cell.\[5\] This feature makes the pyridine-flanked DPP fragment an interesting building block for organic photovoltaics. Although their potential has been explored much less than for thiophene-flanked DPP derivatives, the power conversion efficiencies reached in polymer solar cells with pyridine-flanked DPP are similar to those of thiophene-flanked DPP polymers.\[6\] DFT calculations have shown that the reduced steric hindrance of the nitrogen atom in the 1-position of the pyridin-2-yl rings with the alkyl substituents on the DPP core, as compared to phenyl, effectively reduces the dihedral angle to a fully coplanar geometry that maximizes the possibility for intermolecular π–π interactions.\[5m\]

The position,\[7\] length,\[8\] and stereoisomerism\[9\] of the aliphatic chains attached to the aromatic backbone of the semiconductor small molecules is known to affect the morphology in the solid state, and thereby the optoelectronic properties and the photovoltaic performance. By introducing hexyl side chains on different positions of the terminal thiophene rings, we find that it is possible to effectively tune the packing in thin films between H-like and J-like aggregates. The H-type and J-type aggregates exhibit distinctly different photophysical properties in absorption, fluorescence, and excited state lifetime. Remarkably, we find that the two derivatives that assemble into J-type aggregates exhibit a significantly enhanced photovoltaic performance compared to the two molecules that form H-type aggregates. The difference in PCE is up to an order of magnitude. We study charge generation, charge recombination, and charge transport to obtain a deeper insight in the causes of the behavior and how subtle structural changes induce large effects in the properties of small-molecule donor materials.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis

The synthetic route for the four pyridine–DPP derivatives is outlined in Scheme 1. 3,6-Bis(5-bromopyridin-2-yl)-2,5-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-2,5-dihydroxyprolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione was synthesized according to a previously reported procedure,\[5n\] using a traditional pseudo-Stobbe condensation reaction between 5-bromo-2-pyridinecarbonitrile and diethyl succinate to yield the pyridine–DPP core, followed by its alkylation employing 2-ethylhexyl bromide under basic conditions. Subsequently, a double Suzuki–Miyaura cross-coupling reaction between the alkylated dibromo pyridine–DPP derivative and the corresponding thiophene boronic ester afforded the desired thiophene capped pyridine–DPP compounds, bearing a hexyl chain at positions 3 (3-TDPPPy), 4 (4-TDPPPy), and 5 (5-TDPPPy) of the thiophene ring. Additionally, the derivative without hexyl substituent attached to the peripheral thiophene rings (H-TDPPPy) was synthesized to assess the effect of the presence of aliphatic chains on the optoelectronic properties. The structure and purity of all the compounds were confirmed by \(^1\)H-NMR and \(^{13}\)C-NMR spectroscopy (Figures S1–S4, Supporting Information) and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry.

The thermal properties of the TDPPPy derivatives were characterized by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements (Figure S5, Supporting Information). In the second heating run, sharp endothermic peaks corresponding to the melting process were observed. Due to the presence of the hexyl side chains in the peripheral thiophenes, 3-TDPPPy \(T_{m} = 119 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\), 4-TDPPPy \(T_{m} = 148 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\), and 5-TDPPPy \(T_{m} = 110 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\) displayed lower melting temperatures than H-TDPPPy \(T_{m} = 197 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\). Additionally, a cold crystallization appeared in the heating scan of 3-TDPPPy \(T_{c} = 41 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\) and a glass transition at \(\approx 37 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\) for 4-TDPPPy. Besides, weaker transitions occurred for 5-TDPPPy likely due to the formation of different mesophases which have already been observed in other DPP derivatives.\[10\] The cooling scan featured distinct exothermic peaks corresponding to the crystallization process for H-TDPPPy \(T_{c} = 132 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\), 4-TDPPPy \(T_{c} = 106 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\), and 5-TDPPPy \(T_{c} = 68 \, ^{\circ}\text{C}\). In contrast, a broad crystallization peak was observed for 3-TDPPPy which might indicate a lower crystallinity and explain the presence of the cold crystallization peak which results from the crystallization of the amorphous domains on heating.

2.2. Electrochemical Properties

The electrochemical properties of the four TDPPPy molecules were evaluated by cyclic voltammetry in dry dichloromethane.
solution under inert atmosphere (Figure 1a). The corresponding redox potentials are summarized in Table 1. All four compounds show two quasireversible oxidation and reduction waves. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels were estimated from the onset of the first oxidation and reduction waves, respectively (Table 1 and Figure 1b).\(^1\)\(^1\) The presence of a hexyl chain or its specific position on the peripheral thiophene has no remarkable influence on the redox potentials and hence the four TDPPPy derivatives possess virtually identical HOMO and LUMO energies. The relatively low-lying HOMO energies are due to the synergistic electron-withdrawing character of the DPP core and the pyridine moieties. The low HOMO level is expected to give a high open-circuit voltage in photovoltaic devices.

### 2.3. Photophysical Properties of TDPPPy in Solution and Film

The optical properties of the thiophene capped pyridine–DPP derivatives were determined by measuring the absorption and fluorescence spectra in dichloromethane solution and as spin-coated thin films (Figure 2). The spectral characteristics are summarized in Table 1. The absorption spectra of the four molecules in solution are virtually identical. The spectra represent the optical transitions among the \(\pi\) and \(\pi^*\) orbitals of the conjugated backbone. The more intense and lowest-energy absorption bands (450–620 nm) are assigned to \(\pi\text{-}\pi^*\) transitions with intramolecular charge transfer character between the electron-rich and electron-deficient moieties, while the weaker high energy bands (300–450 nm) are ascribed to localized electronic transitions of the aromatic rings. The main absorption of 3-TDPPPy is hypsochromically shifted relative to the other derivatives, presumably due to a slightly reduced \(\pi\)-conjugation as a result of a non-coplanar conformation of the thiophene and pyridine rings caused by steric hindrance between the hexyl chain pointing toward the center of the molecule and the pyridine ring (Table 1).

The absorption spectra of all four compounds shift bathochromically when going from solution to thin films on quartz substrates. This shift is a consequence of the intermolecular interactions that occur in the solid state and the increased molecular order. The shift is accompanied by the appearance of more-resolved vibronic structure and an enhanced relative intensity of the localized \(\pi\text{-}\pi^*\) absorption bands. The optical band gaps (\(E_g\)) in the solid state are in the range of 1.86–1.94 eV, as determined from the onsets of the absorption at low energy. There is a generally good correlation between the optical and the electrochemical gaps (Table 1), with slightly higher values estimated for the electrochemical gaps. This could be related to the exciton binding energy which lowers the optical gap relative to the HOMO–LUMO difference,\(^1\) the exchange energy, and the difference in solvation energy for ions in solution compared to the neutral molecules.

The differences observed in the intensity ratio of the first two vibronic peaks, commonly referred to as the 0–0 and 0–1 transitions, in the absorption spectra allow the identification of two different types of aggregates, when the strength of the intermolecular (excitonic) coupling is similar to the electron-vibrational (vibronic) coupling. In such cases, the well-known

\[E_{\text{opt}}\text{max} = (5.23 + E_{\text{onset}}) \times \lambda_{\text{onset}}\]

Table 1. Optoelectronic properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(E_{\text{TV}}) (V)</th>
<th>(E_{\text{TV}}) (V)</th>
<th>(E_{\text{HOMO}}) (eV)</th>
<th>(E_{\text{LUMO}}) (eV)</th>
<th>(\lambda_{\text{onset}}) (nm)</th>
<th>(\lambda_{\text{onset}}) (nm)</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_{\text{opt}}) (eV)</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_{\text{opt}}) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-TDPPPy</td>
<td>0.73, 0.98</td>
<td>–1.47, –2.00</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>–5.86</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>39 700</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-TDPPPy</td>
<td>0.73, 1.00</td>
<td>–1.48, –2.05</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>–5.85</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>31 600</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-TDPPPy</td>
<td>0.66, 0.96</td>
<td>–1.47, –2.01</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>–5.81</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>41 600</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-TDPPPy</td>
<td>0.64, 0.93</td>
<td>–1.48, –2.03</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>–5.80</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>43 800</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(E_{\text{TV}}\) is defined as the difference between the bandgap and the first transition. \(E_{\text{HOMO}}\) is estimated from the onset of the absorption spectrum. \(E_{\text{LUMO}}\) is calculated from the slope of the absorbance versus concentration calibration plot using five dichloromethane solutions of different concentrations. \(\lambda_{\text{onset}}\) is the wavelength of the onset of the absorption spectrum.

---

*Figure 1.* a) Cyclic voltammograms of TDPPPy derivatives in 10\(^{-3}\) M CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) solution containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF\(_6\)) as supporting electrolyte. b) Energy levels determined by cyclic voltammetry, including those of phenyl-C\(_{71}\)-butyric acid methyl ester ([70]PCBM) for comparison.
result from Kasha’s theory that H-aggregates exhibit blue-shifted absorption spectra while J-aggregates exhibit the red-shifted absorption has to be modified.\cite{13} Spano has shown that under these conditions, the two aggregate types can be distinguished by the fact that in H(J)-aggregates the ratio of the first two vibronic peak intensities in the absorption spectrum decreases (increases) with increasing excitonic coupling.\cite{14} As can be seen in Figure 2, the 0–0/0–1 vibronic peak ratio for 3-TDPPPy is smaller than unity, consistent with a predominant contribution of H-aggregates. In contrast, compounds 4-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy form J-type aggregates, given the 0–0/0–1 intensity ratios larger than unity. A slightly different behavior is seen for H-TDPPPy where the intensities of the 0–0 and 0–1 transitions are virtually the same. This is tentatively attributed to the coexistence of domains with both types of aggregates in the as-cast films.

The fluorescence spectra of the four derivatives in solution show a mirror-image relationship with the absorption spectrum, but with a more intense high-energy emission band and a weaker vibronic shoulder at longer wavelengths (Figure 2b). The identification of H- and J-aggregates in thin films was further evidenced by the characteristic features of the fluorescence spectra and the measurement of the photoluminescence lifetimes by time-correlated single photon counting. In all cases, the emission of the films was red-shifted compared to the spectra acquired in solution. However, derivatives H-TDPPPy and 3-TDPPPy exhibited a broad, structureless emission band, while 4-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy exhibit vibronically structured fluorescence spectra. The characteristics are in agreement with the fact that the lowest-energy emission is strongly dipole-allowed for J-type aggregation, but forbidden in H-aggregates. The assignment is further supported by the
results that the fluorescence lifetimes measured for 4-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy are significantly shorter than those of 3-TDPPPy (Figure 3 and Table 2). The fluorescence decay of as-cast films of H-TDPPPy could only be fitted with biexponential decay, but gave a short average lifetime. The broad, structureless emission spectra of H-TDPPPy and 3-TDPPPy can be explained by the fact that in a coplanar (H-type) stacking of the molecules, the resonance interaction between the molecules can result in excimer formation and hence unstructured fluorescence.

As we will show below, solvent vapor annealing (SVA) has a strong, positive effect on the performance of these materials as donors in bulk-heterojunction solar cells. Therefore, we also analyzed their photophysical characteristics after the exposure of the films to solvent vapor. The spectroscopic features of 3-TDPPPy, 4-TDPPPy, and 5-TDPPPy did not change significantly after the SVA treatment; however, for H-TDPPPy, a pronounced solvent-vapor-induced molecular rearrangement was detected in both the absorption and the emission spectra.

The remarkable decrease of the 0–0/0–1 vibronic peak ratio in the absorption spectrum (Figure 2a), the shift to longer wavelengths of the fluorescence spectrum (Figure 2b), and the longer fluorescence lifetime (Figure 3 and Table 2) compared to the nonannealed film are all signatures of a larger contribution of the H-aggregates induced by the SVA in the solid thin films.

Summarizing, after SVA, the four molecules fall into two classes: 4-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy form J-type aggregates, while 3-TDPPPy and H-TDPPPy form H-type aggregates. This demonstrates that the molecular arrangement in the solid state can be significantly affected by small changes in the chemical structure, as well as by the post-treatment of the deposited thin films.

Near steady-state photoinduced absorption (PIA) measurements were performed to evaluate the nature of long-lived excited states in TDPPPy derivatives in solution. Direct excitation of TDPPPy in toluene gave no clearly detectable PIA, indicating a low quantum yield for intersystem crossing, consistent with previous results on DPP small molecules.[15] Therefore,
Figure 4. Normalized near steady-state PIA spectra in (a) toluene solution of TDPPPy (10−4 M) sensitized with [60]PCBM (4 × 10−4 M), recorded at room temperature, λexc = 364 nm, and b) spin-coated thin TDPPPy:[60]PCBM (1:4 w/w) films, recorded at 77 K, λexc = 496 nm.

phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester ([60]PCBM) was employed as a triplet sensitizer given its efficient intersystem crossing from the singlet excited state to the triplet state (E(T1) = 1.5 eV) with almost unit quantum yield. Codissolved with [60]PCBM, the triplet states of the TDPPPys can be populated by triplet energy transfer. The low relative permittivity of toluene (εr = 2.38) excludes charge transfer between [60]PCBM and the TDPPPys. The PIA spectra of the TDPPP–[60]PCBM mixtures in toluene (Figure 4a), recorded with excitation at 364 nm, show PIA bands corresponding to the T1 ← T0 absorption of the TDPPP derivatives between 1.5 and 2.0 eV and a ground state bleaching band in the 2.1–2.5 eV range. The peak position of the T1 ← T0 band (1.96–2.01 eV) follows the same trend as in the absorption and fluorescence spectra (Figure 2). The absence of the characteristic features of the triplet absorption from [60]PCBM (a shoulder at 1.52 eV and a maximum at 1.74 eV) in the mixed solutions evidence the successful population of the TDPPP triplet states via energy transfer from triplet [60]PCBM.

Recent studies have reported that DPP derivatives can undergo singlet exciton fission (S1 + S0 → 2T1) since they fulfill the condition E(S1) ≥ 2E(T1).[18] To assess the potential of the TDPPP derivatives in singlet fission, we assessed their triplet energies by using different quenchers with known triplet energies, such as rubrene (E(T1) = 1.14 eV)[17] and bis(triethylsiloxy) silicon-2,3-naphthalocyanine (SiNc, E(T1) = 0.93 eV).[18] When rubrene was added to the TDPPP–[60]PCBM solutions in toluene, the Tn ← T1 bands of the TDPPP derivatives remained unchanged, but adding SiNc resulted in a complete quenching of these spectral features and the appearance of a characteristic ground-state bleaching band of SiNc at 1.58 eV and a Tn ← T1 absorption of SiNc at 2.10 eV (Figure S6, Supporting Information). These experiments reveal that the energy of the triplet excited states of the TDPPP compounds in solution are in between 0.93 and 1.14 eV. This is indeed approximately half of the energy of the singlet excited state (2.07–2.12 eV) as determined from the 0–0 fluorescence peak in solution (Figure 2b) and thus satisfies the energetic requirement for singlet fission. We note that singlet fission in solution is unlikely, as it requires the close proximity of two TDPPP molecules, of which one is the S1 state.

PIA spectroscopy on pure TDPPP films, recorded with excitation at 496 nm at 77 K, resulted in very low signals at photon energies of ∼1.8 eV. In combination with the observed fluorescence from pure TDPPP films, the absence of a distinct Tn ← T1 signal implies that there is no evidence for the occurrence of singlet fission. Wasielewski and co-workers showed that singlet fission DPP molecules is highly dependent on the intermolecular orientation, despite favorable energetics.[16]

2.4. Photovoltaic Properties

Solution-processed bulk-heterojunction organic solar cells based on the TDPPP derivatives as donor and phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester ([70]PCBM) as electron acceptor were fabricated on glass substrates with an indium tin oxide (ITO)/MoO3/TDPPP–[70]PCBM/LiF/Al device configuration. The photoactive layers were spin-coated from chloroform solution with 2:1 donor:acceptor weight ratio. The use of different donor:acceptor ratios, [60]PCBM, cosolvents, or thermal treatment after the active layer deposition did not improve the performance. However, solvent vapor annealing of the blends with CS2 vapor led to a considerable increase of the device performance, which we ascribe to an improved blend morphology.[19] The J–V characteristics of the optimized devices are presented in Figure 5 and the photovoltaic parameters are summarized in Table 3.

As-cast blends without SVA exhibited low short-circuit current densities (Jsc), fill factors (FF), and conversion efficiencies (PCE), but a relatively high open-circuit voltage (Voc) ranging from 0.81 V for 3-TDPPPY to 0.99 V for 4-TDPPPY, consistent with the low-lying HOMO energy levels. We note that the variation in Voc (∼0.2 V) is much larger than the variation in HOMO energies (∼0.05 eV) determined from cyclic voltammetry. The PCE was significantly improved after the exposure of the active layers to CS2 vapor (Table 3). SVA causes a near doubling of Jsc, a slight decrease in Voc, and for the best devices, an enhanced FF for the blends with 4-TDPPPY and 5-TDPPPY. The low FF values obtained for blends based on H-TDPPPY and 3-TDPPPY, even after SVA, are related to the S-shaped J–V curves around the Voc.

The origin of S-shaped J–V characteristics in organic solar cells is most commonly attributed to the presence of imperfect contacts, e.g., leading to barriers at the electrodes.[20] However, also an imbalance between the electron/hole mobilities can cause an S-shape in the J–V curve.[21] As we will show below,
the TDPPPy’s exhibit very low but almost equal hole mobilities, which cannot consistently explain the presences and absences of S-shapes in Figure 5a. On the other hand, the two molecules that do exhibit an S-shaped J–V curve, H-TDPPPpy and 3-TDPPPpy, have slightly deeper HOMO levels than 4-TDPPPpy and 5-TDPPPpy (Table 1 and Figure 1). Based on these considerations, we tentatively attribute the S-shape for these blends to an injection barrier at the electrode. As can be seen in Figure 5a, current injection requires a substantially higher bias for H-TDPPPpy and 3-TDPPPpy compared to 4-TDPPPpy and 5-TDPPPpy. Apart from a deeper HOMO level, the difference may also be related to the morphology of the films or the orientation of the molecules at the contacts. We note that we applied UV illumination, prior to device characterization, to enhance the Ohmicity of the contacts in all cases.

After SVA, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) value was increased from about 19% to 37% at 620 nm for 4-TDPPPpy and from 13% to 25% at 620 nm for 5-TDPPPpy (cf. Figure 5b and Figure S7 (Supporting Information)). In each case, the EQE essentially follows the absorption spectrum of the donor material. In particular, the EQE of 4-TDPPPpy and 5-TDPPPpy have a maximum at the first vibronic peak at 620 and 610 nm, respectively, while H-TDPPPpy and 3-TDPPPpy have a maximum EQE at the second vibronic peak at 560 nm, consistent with their respective J- and H-aggregates. The contribution of [70]PCBM to the EQE of the cells is small, as evidenced by comparing the EQE spectra of blends with [60]PCBM to those of [70]PCBM (cf. Figure 5b and Figure S8 (Supporting Information)). This corresponds with our recent observation that for DPP polymers mixed with PCBM, the contribution of absorption by the fullerene is generally less than that of the donor.[6]

Since the charge transport is an important parameter that influences the photovoltaic behavior, hole-only devices were fabricated to determine the hole mobility of the blends in a device configuration that corresponds to the solar cell. The hole mobilities, determined by fitting the J–V data to a space charge limited current model, were low (≈10⁻⁷ cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹) at an electric field of 10⁵ V cm⁻¹ and did not vary substantially between the different blends (Figure S9 and Table S1, Supporting Information).[22] Accordingly, the different photovoltaic behavior of the four TDPPPpy derivatives cannot directly be related to different hole transport properties. However, the inherent low hole mobilities can lead to an inefficient hole extraction which may limit the FF.[23]

To further determine the loss mechanisms, the EQE of the solar cells were measured with light bias of increasing intensity (see the Experimental Section for details). These measurements with increasing photon flux (Φ) allow to quantify bimolecular recombination losses. Figure 6 shows a semilogarithmic plot of EQE(Φ)/EQE(Φ₀), in which Φ₀ is the lowest photon flux used in the experiment, as a function of Φ with illumination at 530 nm. With increasing Φ, a manifest roll-off of this normalized EQE over the entire light intensity range is observed, which is more severe going from 4-TDPPPpy, via 5-TDPPPpy to 3-TDPPPpy. For H-TDPPPpy, a meaningful measurement was not feasible due to the low absolute EQE at low photon fluxes. The bimolecular recombination loss efficiency, η_BB, can be estimated from the data using the expression: η_BB = 1 − EQE(Φ)/EQE(Φ₀), based on the assumption that bimolecular recombination is negligible at the lowest light intensities.[24] Using this approach, we find that at short circuit, η_BB increases from 11% for 4-TDPPPpy, to 25% for 5-TDPPPpy, and further to 42% for 3-TDPPPpy at the highest incident light intensity. This is an interesting result considering that the only difference between the donor molecules is the position of the aliphatic chains. Apparently, minor changes in the donor molecular structure, such as the position of a side chain, can give rise to considerable variations in the device performance. We note that this analysis does not take into account possible space charge effects on the photocurrent. These may
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**Figure 5.** a) Current density–voltage (J–V) characteristics in the dark (continuous trace) and under illumination (dashed trace). b) External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra. All graphs correspond to devices characterized after the solvent vapor treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>J₀ [mA cm⁻²]</th>
<th>Vₘ [V]</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>PCE [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDPPPpy</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDPPPpy</td>
<td>SVA</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-TDPPPpy</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-TDPPPpy</td>
<td>SVA</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-TDPPPpy</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-TDPPPpy</td>
<td>SVA</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-TDPPPpy</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-TDPPPpy</td>
<td>SVA</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[4] The active layers were exposed to CS₂ vapor for 20 s in a Petri dish saturated with 1 mL of CS₂ for 60 s. [5] Calculated by integration of the EQE spectrum.

**Table 3.** Photovoltaic parameters of the bulk-heterojunction solar cells.
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become apparent when \( \text{EQE}(\Phi)/\text{EQE}(\Phi_0) \) does not converge slowly to unity when \( \Phi \to 0 \). As can be seen in Figure 6, this seems to be the case for 3-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy.

### 2.5. Morphology of TDPPPy–[70]PCBM Blends

The photovoltaic performance is generally strongly related to the morphology of the blend films. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the top surfaces reveal that the blends of 4-TDPPPy (Figure 7c,g) and 5-TDPPPy (Figure 7d,g) with [70]PCBM have a lower surface roughness with smaller domain sizes than those of H-TDPPPy (Figure 7a,e) and 3-TDPPPy (Figure 7b,f). This suggests that they form a more homogeneous distributed morphology when mixed with [70]PCBM, which provides enhanced exciton dissociation. The rougher surface topology for the blends of H-TDPPPy and 3-TDPPPy with [70]PCBM suggests that the domain sizes of the phase separation are larger. The size of the domains is not necessarily related to their composition and these may represent (partially) mixed domains. The root-mean-squared roughness of the blended films slightly increased upon the solvent vapor annealing treatment, suggesting that domains become larger. We note that AFM only probes the surface of the blend and that the bulk of the blend may be different, such that these results must be used with caution.

### 2.6. Photophysical Properties of TDPPPy–[70]PCBM Blends

To gain a deeper insight into the efficiency of the charge transfer processes and its correlation with the photovoltaic performance, time-resolved photoluminescence of the donor–acceptor blends was measured. Excitons photogenerated within the donor domains with a size smaller than the exciton diffusion length can reach the donor–acceptor interface and will be quenched when producing charges. Hence, longer lifetimes of the pristine donor materials are beneficial for the exciton migration toward donor–acceptor interface, provided that the diffusion constant is the same. Figure 3 and Table 2 show that in the pure SVA films, the H-aggregates H-TDPPPy and 3-TDPPPy have distinct longer lifetimes than the J-aggregates 4-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy. On the other hand, exciton diffusion in H-aggregates is generally slower than in J-aggregates\(^{[25]}\) such that a beneficial longer lifetime would be compensated by a detrimental slower diffusion. We find that for each of the TDPPPy–[70]PCBM blends, the photoluminescence lifetime is considerably shorter than in the pure donor material, indicating effective exciton quenching. The fluorescence decay of the donor–acceptor blends (Figure 3) can be well fitted to a biexponential decay with a fast component (\( \tau_1 \)) and a slow component (\( \tau_2 \)). The short lifetime is ascribed to donor molecules that are in close proximity to [70]PCBM in the blend to transfer an electron, while the long lifetime likely originates from relative pure
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**Figure 6.** Photon flux dependence of \( \text{EQE}(\Phi)/\text{EQE}(\Phi_0) \) for three TDPPPy–[70]PCBM blends after SVA, measured with 530 nm light.

**Figure 7.** Tapping-mode AFM height images of the active layers a–d) without and e–h) after SVA. (a, e) H-TDPPPy, (b, f) 3-TDPPPy, (c, g) 4-TDPPPy, (d, h) 5-TDPPPy. Scan size: 2 µm × 2 µm.
donor domains in the blend that do not strongly contribute to charge generation.\textsuperscript{[26]} Consistent with the presence of H- and J-aggregates, the blends of H-TDPPPy and 3-TDPPPy displayed longer slow decay components (2.79 and 3.52 ns, respectively) than 4-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy (1.22 and 1.47 ns, respectively). By comparing the (average) lifetimes in the blend and in the pure donor, it is possible to extract an average charge transfer rate \(k_{\text{CT}}\).\textsuperscript{[27]} This rate is slower for H-TDPPPy and 3-TDPPPy (0.40 and 0.23 ns\textsuperscript{−1}, respectively) than for 4-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy (1.38 and 0.66 ns\textsuperscript{−1}, respectively). This suggests an overall more efficient charge generation process in blends of 4-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy with the [60]PCBM acceptor. Figure 8 shows a plot of \(J_{\text{sc}}\) versus \(k_{\text{CT}}\), which strongly suggests that in these blends, charge generation is the main parameter that determines the short-circuit current.

To investigate the nature of long-lived photoexcitations in TDPPPy–[60]PCBM blends, we used near steady-state PIA spectroscopy. The PIA spectra of TDPPPy–[60]PCBM blend films recorded under similar conditions, on the other hand, displayed much more intense PIA bands with maxima in the range of 1.84–1.92 eV (Figure 4b). Although broadened and shifted to slightly lower energies, these absorption bands are very similar to those observed for the TDPPPy triplet states in toluene solution (Figure 4a). Hence, the PIA features are assigned to the TDPPPy triplet states in toluene solution. To investigate if the triplet state energy of TDPPPy is different in film compared to solution, we studied the PIA of ternary blend films consisting of TDPPPy–[60]PCBM–quencher, with rubrene or SiNc as quencher. Figure 10a (and Figure S10 in the Supporting Information) shows that in combination with rubrene, the TDPPPy \(T_1\) states are not quenched, except for 3-TDPPPy where the intensity of the \(T_1 \leftarrow T_2\) bands is reduced. Detection of the corresponding \(T_1 \leftarrow T_1\) absorption of rubrene (2.48 eV) is hampered by the scattering from the excitation light (2.50 eV). The results suggest that the \(T_1\) state of 3-TDPPPy is almost degenerated with that of rubrene (1.14 eV). In contrast, when SiNc was used, the TDPPPy \(T_1\) states were quenched with the concomitant observation of the characteristic spectral features of the SiNc \(T_1\) state (Figure 10b). The PIA experiments show that the structural difference between the four TDPPPy compounds and their different arrangement in the solid films have a minor influence on the energies of the \(T_1\) states.

3. Conclusion

Figure 9 shows these levels in a state diagram, where we assume that the splitting between the singlet and triplet CT states is small because the hole and electron are on different molecules. We note that we cannot exclude that in films, the \(T_1\) of TDPPPy is formed via a sequence of two energy transfer steps mediated by intersystem crossing of [60]PCBM:TDPPPy(S\(_1\)) \(\rightarrow\) [60]PCBM(S\(_1\)) \(\rightarrow\) [60]PCBM(T\(_1\)) \(\rightarrow\) TDPPPy(T\(_1\)). Such mechanism has been shown to occur in covalently linked oligomer–fullerene systems in solution.\textsuperscript{[30]}

Four different small-molecule diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole derivatives flanked by pyridine moieties directly attached to the DPP core and end-capped with thiophene rings bearing aliphatic
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**Figure 8.** Plot of \(J_{\text{sc}}\) versus \(k_{\text{CT}}\) for the four TDPPPy–[70]PCBM blends. The line is a guide to the eye.

**Figure 9.** Schematic representation of the singlet (S\(_1\)) and triplet (T\(_1\)) excited states relative to the ground state (S\(_0\)) of the TDPPPy donors, PCBM, and the charge transfer (CT) state showing the possible energy (dashed arrows) and charge (solid arrows) transfer processes and optical transitions observed in (photoinduced) absorption spectroscopy (grey arrows).
chains at different positions have been synthesized and characterized. The photophysical response of these derivatives as spin-coating thin films shows that the different derivatives assemble into H-type or J-type aggregates. Without a side chain on the thiophene in H-TDPPPy or in the presence of a hexyl chain at the 3-position of the thiophene ring in 3-TDPPPy, H-type aggregates are formed. For H-TDPPPy solvent vapor annealing efficiently transformed the as-cast film with mixed H- and J-aggregates into H-aggregates. In contrast, when the hexyl chains are at 4- or 5-positions as in 4-TDPPPy or 5-TDPPPy, a predominant J-type behavior is identified. Interestingly, the H-type or J-type aggregation correlates with the photovoltaic performance of the bulk-heterojunction solar cells. The molecules that form H-aggregates displayed distinctly lower performance than those forming J-aggregates. The difference is up to an order of magnitude. The best cells obtained for 4-TDPPPy after SVA, which showed a $J_{SC}$, $V_{OC}$, FF, and PCE of 5.40 mA cm$^{-2}$, 1.00 V, 0.48, and 2.60%, respectively. Interestingly, the H-type or J-type aggregation correlates with the photovoltaic performance of the bulk-heterojunction solar cells. The molecules that form H-aggregates displayed distinctly lower performance than those forming J-aggregates. The difference is up to an order of magnitude. The best cells obtained for 4-TDPPPy after SVA, which showed a $J_{SC}$, $V_{OC}$, FF, and PCE of 5.40 mA cm$^{-2}$, 1.00 V, 0.48, and 2.60%, respectively. The higher performance of 4-TDPPPy and 5-TDPPPy compared to 3-TDPPPy and H-TDPPPy is the result of a faster charge transfer rate and reduced bimolecular recombination. While the faster charge generation might be caused by more efficient exciton diffusion in J-aggregates, the origin of the reduced bimolecular recombination is less clear and is tentatively attributed to a more beneficial morphology. We did not observe significant difference in the macroscopic charge transport properties of these materials that could explain the different performance. In TDPPPy–[60]PCBM blends, photoexcitation ultimately produces TDPPPy triplet states as the only surviving long-lived photocexcitation, formed via charge recombination from the charge separated state.

4. Experimental Section

Reagents used as starting materials and commercial solvents were used as received without further purification. Unless stated otherwise, all reactions were performed under argon atmosphere. $^1$H NMR and $^{13}$C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Mercury spectrometer having frequencies of 400 MHz for proton nuclei and 100 MHz for carbon nuclei. Chemical shifts are given in ppm and were referenced to the residual peak from the deuterated solvent. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry was recorded on a Bruker Autoflex Speed spectrometer. DSC measurements were performed using a TA Instruments Q2000-1037 DSC with heating and cooling rates of 10 °C min$^{-1}$ under nitrogen. The second heating run was analyzed. Ultraviolet-visible–near-infrared (UV–vis–NIR) spectroscopy was conducted on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050 spectrophotometer. Emission spectra were recorded on an Edinburgh Instruments LifeSpec-PS spectrophotometer with excitation at 400 nm. Cyclic voltammetry was performed under an inert atmosphere using an Autolab potentiostat with a scan speed of 0.1 V s$^{-1}$ and 0.1 m M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate in dichloromethane as electrolyte. Ferrocene was used as an internal reference, a platinum disk as working electrode, a silver rod as counter-electrode, and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode.

Near steady-state photinduced absorption spectra were recorded by excitation at 364 or 496 nm with a mechanically modulated (275 Hz) CW argon ion laser pump beam and by measuring the change in transmission of a tungsten-halogen probe beam through the sample. Near steady-state PIA spectra were recorded on a Bruker Autoflex Speed spectrometer. Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements were recorded on an Edinburgh Instruments LifeSpec-PS spectrophotometer with excitation at 400 nm. Cyclic voltammetry was performed under an inert atmosphere using an Autolab potentiostat with a scan speed of 0.1 V s$^{-1}$ and 0.1 m M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate in dichloromethane as electrolyte. Ferrocene was used as an internal reference, a platinum disk as working electrode, a silver rod as counter-electrode, and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode.

For the photovoltaic device preparation, prepatterned ITO covered glass substrates (Naranjo Substrates) with an active area of 0.09 cm$^2$ were cleaned by sonication in acetone, scrubbing, and subsequent sonication with a sodium dodecyl sulfate solution, rinsing with deionized water, and finally, sonication in isopropanol for 15 min at each step. After 30 min of UV-ozone treatment, the substrates were transferred to a glovebox for the thermal evaporation of a 10 nm thick layer of MoO$_3$ under high vacuum ($\approx$3 x 10$^{-7}$ mbar). Subsequently, the active layer consisting of a blend of the corresponding donor and [70]PCBM (2:1 by weight) was spin-coated from chloroform solution of TDPPPy (10 mg mL$^{-1}$) and [60]PCBM (1:4 by weight) on glass substrates. The quencher concentration for the triplet energy estimation was 10$^{-4}$ m in solution and 10 mg mL$^{-1}$ for the films.
measured with a Keithley 2400 source meter under ∼100 mW cm⁻² white light illumination from a tungsten-halogen lamp filtered by a Schott GG385 UV filter and a Hoya LB120 daylight filter. Short-circuit currents under AM1.5G conditions were determined by integrating the spectral response with the solar spectrum. Spectral response measurements were conducted under 1 sun operating conditions by using a 530 nm high power light-emitting diode (LED) (Thorlabs) for bias illumination. The device was kept in a nitrogen filled box behind a quartz window and irradiated with modulated monochromatic light, from a 50 W tungsten-halogen lamp (Osräm 64610) and monochromator (Oriel, Cornerstone 130) with the use of a mechanical chopper. The response was recorded as a voltage from a preamplifier (SR570) using a lock-in amplifier (SR830). A calibrated silicon cell was used as reference.

Light intensity measurements of the EQE were performed at 530 nm using a high power LED (Thorlabs). This allows very accurate and precise electronic control of the light intensity, which was measured separately and converted to a photon flux (Φ) using a calibrated Si photodiode. The short-circuit current (Jₛ) of the cell is divided by Φ to obtain the EQE = Jₛ/Φ at each photon flux Φ. The extent of bimolecular recombination can be estimated from η₁ = 1 – EQE(Φ)/EQE(Φ₀), where Φ₀ is the lowest photon flux in the experiment. This analysis assumes that bimolecular recombination is negligible at the lowest light intensities and holds when EQE(Φ)/EQE(Φ₀) converges slowly to unity when Φ → 0.

For mobility evaluation, single carrier devices were fabricated with the following structure: ITO/MoO₃(10 nm)/active layer/MoO₃(10 nm)/Ag(100 nm). The hole mobilities were estimated by fitting the J–V characteristics to the Murgatroyd equation:

\[ J = \frac{q^2 \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r \mu_0 V^2 \exp\left(\frac{0.89 \sqrt{V}}{V_T}\right)}{4 T^2}, \]

where \( J \) is the current density, \( \varepsilon_0 \) the permittivity of vacuum (8.85 × 10⁻¹⁴ F cm⁻¹), \( \varepsilon_r \) the relative permittivity of the active layer (3), \( \mu_0 \) the zero-field mobility, \( L \) the thickness of the active layer, and \( V \) the field-activation factor. The voltage was corrected for the built-in voltage (\( V_B \)) and the voltage drop (\( V_D \)). The charge carrier mobility was determined using the Poole-Frenkel relationship, \( \mu = \mu_0 \exp\left(BE^{1/2}\right) \), at an electric field of 10⁴ V cm⁻¹.

AFM measurements were performed on an extended Veeco MultiMode AFM connected to a Nanoscope III controller in tapping mode using PPP-NCH-50 probes (Nanosensors).
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